By "early date" he appears to mean dates of the eighteenth century and previous. The "first epoch" seems to mean the time of the shower now known as the Andromede or Bielid shower. This shower is traced by C. P. Oliviers back to 1741, when it appeared in early December. Its later apparitions came earlier and earlier in the year, but with a puzzling irregularity in the rate of advance of the date.
In 1925 the question arose as to what was the proper date to suggest to a group of amateurs (the Bond Astronomical Club) for observation of these meteors. Finding the answer somewhat uncertain, the writer was led to apply to the data the method used by Newton, The integral part of (1899 -t)/100, minus the integral part of (1999 -t)/400, gives the value of 12 -c.
"It will be observed that the secular variation in the value of 1, the motion of the apsis of the earth's orbit, the diminution of its excentricity, and the periodic perturbations are neglected. The terms dependent on these would together very rarely amount to one-tenth of a day. The equation of the center is therefore omitted...." Table 1 shows the data for all well-reported Andromede apparitions. The first column contains the serial number of the apparition, with suffixed a, b.... to indicate that, in the writer's judgment, the observations of different persons have to do with the same maximum. The second column contains the dates of maxima to tenths of a day, with the sign 'mdicating uncertainty inherent in the report, the sign < meaning previous to. The column headed 1850 shows the date, Universal Time, reduced after Newton's method above. In this column ? means an uncertainty in the tenths, due either to lack of precision in the original report, or to doubt as to whether the actual maximum was seen. On account of the usual brevity of Andromede displays this latter uncertainty cannot be great. Only many observers reporting from numerous longitudes all around the globe can remove this uncertainty. Finally, a column of notes gives observer [, authority ( ), and other facts.
To study the relations of reduced apparition dates, the calendar years of apparitions were plotted as abscissas, 1 yr. = 1 mm., and "1850 dates" were plotted as ordinates, 1 d. = 10 mm. The plot is reproduced, to smaller scale, in figure 1. (hla), (llb). These last possibly all belong to one great shower of 1872, though (10) quite as readily may be taken to be a distinct apparition.
Group (3) Apparitions (5), (9), (12c), fall quite accurately, (15) very nearly, on a straight line. (12c) is the maximum for (12a), (12b), which three represent the great shower of 1885.
Group (4) The straight line determined by apparitions (7a) and (14) does not include (7b), which was no doubt part of the same shower as (7a), but weaker, according to Heis' data. Apparitions (6a), (6b), (6c), (6d), (6e) fall between the last twolines. Apparition (4) is isolated.
The last three straight lines intersect well in a point whose coordinates are: 1935 , Nov. 16.0 = 1935 16.7, Universal Time.
The slopes of the four lines plotted indicate recessions of the nodes, freed from precession, etc., of (1) 9.9, (2) 15.8, (3) 20.5, (4) 25.3 expressed in "1850 days" per century. The rate of recession increases progressively from group to group, but not according to any obvious rule.
Supposing that these groups might have physical meaning, the intervals of the apparitions in the groups were examined for cycles or periods. Table 2 shows the results. From the position and convergence of the group lines, the apparitions of the Andromedes may for a few years be expected about November 16th to 19th. It is useless to hazard shower predictions for any definite year, but the convergence of the plotted lines (2) , (3), (4), may indicate some approaching meteoric event. It would be well to both observation and disappointment. 
